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Darkness encompasses your vision once again, followed by the sounds of your
Cognition Sphere’s Hard Light Projectors reactivating and the inviting embrace of light returning.

Completing your manifestation, you quickly come to grips with your new location, which
as you look around, looks to be nothing more than just a storage room, with massive

cargo crates all around you that bear only the lonely “N” part of the Norm insignia
(again, no block around it like the many others seen before, and if the player gets

close enough to one, dull sounds of something shifting about can be heard).

A triple height space, you also see it extend back behind you for about 30 meters, all of which
contains only more containers, and as you move forward towards the opposite side, you find both an

access hatch and a window in the shape of a port hole, like what you would find on a seafaring vessel.

However, due to your current height, you are unable to see out through it
and can only gather from the light emitted that the time of day is still dusk, albeit, a bit

brighter looking than before, suggesting a less smog ridden environment outside.

Returning your attention to the hatch, you figure to make an attempt to open it, but as you
move towards it, you feel the entire environment rock slightly to the left, then back to the right,

again giving the impression you are on a boat of some kind (the structure also
creaks like that of a ship shifting about atop water).

Settling down a few moments later, you reach the hatch, and place
your hands over the center wheel that is used to unlock it.

Though you give it your all, the hatch refuses to budge even an inch,
and you proceed to cease in your attempt.

Now back to looking around the storage area, you figure there has to be
another way out, and thus turn to your echolocation visualization for aid,

and upon utilizing  another “snap,” such help soon follows.

Providing you with sound etchings of the darker areas of the space, you quickly realize nothing
of worth is to be found on the ground level, but as you turn your attention upwards, you discover

a familiar sight that may just be your ticket out.

A grate, in what looks to be another ventilation duct near the ceiling structure,
and thankfully, just barely accessible via climbing the cargo containers.

Plotting a desirable path, you then proceed to make the climb up, (Note: Due
to the configuration, no line of sight through the port hole is made available)

and just as you become level with the vent, you hear the voice
of the man from the Spire come over the PA system.

Unknown Man
“Still adventurous as ever...”

“...Good.”
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Returning to silence, you revert to sphere mode, and after
breaking through the grating with ease, you enter into the vent.

With your echolocation showing it to be fully enclosed for the first dozen or so meters, you begin to make note
of more gratings along both the left and right sides as the vent appears to traverse over top a new space.

Reaching the first set of gratings, you stop, and upon engaging the stationary viewer you
start to see the new area in better detail, though, the moment your normal sight returns, you

receive the following message:

(Vision becomes slightly distorted)

INTERNAL SIGNAL DEGRADATION DETECTED

Ignoring the distortion, for now, you observe what looks to be an engine room of some kind
that is five times the size of the storage space from before, with massive banks of heavy

machinery located all around that bear the following labels:

(Plus 4 others, labeled E2 through E5)

You also make note of another array of engine like devices overhead that bear more labels:

(Also 4 others, all aligned over the lower larger engines, and each
pass fully through the room from end to end)

Barely noticeable at first, the distortion of your vision becomes more troublesome, and instead
of sticking around to see what might happen next, you decide to move on.

Now back in another fully enclosed vent duct, the distortion at last subsides (at this point even
the echolocation could be seen being distorted), and you soon find a section up ahead that

terminates and heads up vertically.

Though not the only direction available, you choose to head up, prompting you to manifest
back to your “normal” form while inside the vertical section of the vent, where you then proceed to

climb up to the next horizontal area, which luckily, is only a quarter meter above your current height.

(Note: The other direction only leads into another storage area)

Successfully reaching the top, you then get into a prone position and revert back to sphere mode,
followed by traversing forward for a few more meters until you come across a section that fully
terminates into a dead end, but at the same time, has a grate to the right, and the view of what

looks to be some kind of workshop like space out through it.
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Breaking through the grating, you manifest into the new area and proceed to have a look around.

Appearing to be a workshop for the engine room you just passed through, with several
chains hanging from the ceiling and what look to be spare heavy machine parts being suspended in

the air by them, you begin to think nothing much of interest is to be gathered here, that is, until
you move into the shop’s second adjacent bay.

Completely cleared of all things pertaining to heavy machinery maintenance that you saw in the
first bay, you find several work benches and drawing boards scattered about, all of which bear an
assortment of schematics and sketches that pertain to the Spires you traversed through earlier.

From super structure plans (similar to the one you saw in the Fallout Shelter), and Block layouts,
to even the electrical wiring diagrams for the autonomous machines that service them, everything

there is to know about the structures are observable.

Among the drawings, you also find the following stamp imprint across the ones that deal with replacing
the Spire “Steam Heating System,” (via solar panel glass panels) and the implementation of a way

for the structures to combat climate change and urban pollution (CO2 and smog absorption):

Several more drawings with similar designs can be seen crunched
up in a pile in the far corner, all of which also bear the stamp imprint.

Moving on, you discover one more bay, and as you enter, you find even more work benches
and drawing boards, however this time, all are positioned in a circle around a giant model
in the center that is hanging from the ceiling by the chains you saw from the first bay, with

the following simple sketches atop the lonely drawing board that resides directly beneath it:

Now walking around the rest of the bay, you find the other drawing
boards go into greater detail about both the “Terra Cruiser,” (label you

can see on the drawings, which match the model), and what looks
to be its proposed successor, the “Terranaut.”
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Within the mess of drawings, several iterations for the current
Terra Cruiser are visible, as well, with each being a slightly

different take on the “flying wing” design.

And as you continue to look around the bay, you observe the following notes that seem
to label specific drawbacks of the final Terra Cruiser design itself, with all appearing to come

together as a wish list for the successor “Terranaut.”

You also find a design for a modestly larger Terra Cruiser, along with a schematic
from a third party pinned next to it (different paper, fonts, overall look, etc...), which you

notice has a tear at its lower center (only drawing on the boards that is not pristine).

(Smaller label notes NSF as standing for “Norm Security Force”)

Finishing your walk around, you figure to head back to the first bay since no other way forward
can be seen, but as you move towards the entry door to the second bay, an unlocking sound
is heard coming from the opposite side of the space, followed by a section of the metallic wall

moving inward slightly, then sliding away, exposing a small space inside.

With your attention now turned to the new area, you also begin to hear the voice
of the man from before over the PA system, once again.

Unknown Man
“Further apologies...”

“...Never had to open it for someone other than myself.”

Going quiet, you proceed to enter into the newly opened space,
and after doing soon, watch the wall close behind you, followed by

receiving a jolt as the lift begins to descend.

(Note: Opening the hidden door could also be made into a short puzzle the player
has to solve, with the unknown man only opening it if a certain amount of time passes)
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Though the lift has a small vertical cut out for a window, nothing but
the innards of the shaft it is descending in is currently viewable.

That is until a handful of seconds later, when it enters into a translucent section
that overlooks what appears to be the central gathering space on the Cruiser.

A quadruple height space, with a footprint roughly the size of a basketball court, you
find groups of more “better-offs,” all throughout it down below, however, unlike the masses

from the Spires, these are dressed in party-ware (tuxedos and dresses) and conversing
with one another.  Some are even holding wine glasses, with no inkling of a personal tech

device anywhere to be seen among them.

You also make note of a massive wall of windows on the opposite side, with the scene
outside being that of nothing but water and a dozen more Terra Cruisers resting still on the

surface, along with a now setting sun just above the clearly exposed horizon line,
casting the entire scene in all of the usual late day colors.

The moon and its “rings” can also be faintly see off to the right.

Now at mid-height within the space, the voice of the unknown man returns.

Unknown Man (Lift PA system)
“I wonder, what such trivial sights spark within you...”

“...now a treasure for only the ones who live.”

Moments later, the lift descends back into another enclosed
section, as you continue further down into the Cruiser.



Submerged into darkness once more, the lift continues its descent for a few more
seconds, until at last, it begins to slow, followed by it jolting to a stop and the door sliding

away, exposing you to the next space.

Looking out, you find another array of massive windows, but unlike the ones from the
gathering space, these wrap around the entire level you’ve just been lead to, which appears

to be suspended in what looks like a giant upside down glass dome.

Walking out from the lift (part of a larger core that contains a locked door to a stairwell),
you look out through the dome windows on your right and find the right side under structure that the

Cruiser uses to float upon the water, with the view to your left producing the left under structure.
And by observe the multitude of port hole windows across them, coupled with what you could

gather from the drawings from earlier, you figure them to be the primary locations
of the living quarters for those on board.

Looking straight ahead again, you see another view of the setting sun, and the fleet
of Terra Cruisers off in the distance, and it is at this moment when you realize this bottom

dome structure is not a feature you can observe on the other Cruisers presented before you.
(A more personal looking plan of this structure can be found among the drawings from before)

Now at the edge of the circular shaped space, of which contains nothing too interesting of note other
than a few fixed seating areas for looking out and four small stairwells (one at each quarter point) that
lead down to the next level, you see it is offset from the window dome itself, providing you with a view

farther down (can only see more of the dome curving downward and in, and not the next level).

Still looking, the man’s voice returns yet again.

Unknown Man (PA system)
“I’ll admit, its not much...”

(Entire environment slightly jolts forward)

“...half the time, that is.”

Smoothing in its movement, the entire Cruiser begins to push forward through the water,
causing giant wakes to be produced at the bases of its two under structures.

The next moment, you see the upper backs of the Terra Cruisers directly ahead all light up, as their
primary engines come to life (a series of subtle “booming” sounds are heard coming from them).

Gaining speed, the entire fleet becomes synchronized in its movements after a few seconds, and before
long, the sight of mostly calm water beneath the Cruiser becomes a rushing blur of darkness mixed

in with the colors from the setting sun and dusk sky.

Another handful of moments later, the Cruiser then begins to tilt ever so slightly upwards
(along with the others as well), followed by its entire massive structure groaning in response

as it lifts up from out of the water and into the sky.
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Continuing in its climb, you soon enter into cloud cover, causing you to loose
view of the other Cruisers for a handful of seconds while you proceed to watch

condensation from the clouds wash over the window dome.

A moment later, you re-emerge to the sight of the fleet in a level
position of flight, with your Cruiser doing the same seconds later.

Reaching a higher altitude then the rest, you look down over the entire group and the vast
view of the ocean below them, then forward towards the setting sun off in the distance, which

due to your increased height, is now seen as being slightly higher above the horizon line.

Entering into a settled state, you turn your attention
back to one of the stairs that leads down to the next level.

Descending, you find a space slightly smaller than the level above, due to the shrinking
area provided by the window dome, with the most obvious difference being the giant mess
of more sketches, and what look to be official documents, scattered all throughout on desks
(positioned in no particular configuration).  You also notice a single terminal near the back
side of the circulation core, of which looks to wire into an unknown circular shaped device

just a few meters away from it (between the core and the level’s edge).

Though the stairs continue down even further,
you decide to take a closer look around.

You observe the following:

Looking over the mess of papers scattered about, you find many of the
official looking documents have manifests on them, with the items listed
being the names of different types weaponry, and each document itself

having the following header information:

Observing some of the drawings, you see what look to be crude attempts at designing
new kinds of weapons (mix of old era and current era tech), with each appearing to end in failure

(scribbled out or just crunched up).  

Moving over to the lonely terminal, you find the following typed out across its display:

DATABASE ACCESS

DATA ENTRY

ACTIVATE VISUALIZER



AUDIO ARCHIVE

ANOMALY 22.06.81

ANOMALY 12.08.81

ANOMALY 28.02.82

Reaching the terminal’s keyboard, you press the enter key while the type icon is
still next to the “Data Entry” text, causing the following response to be typed out:

ACCESS DENIED - BIOMETRICS CHECK ERROR

Seeing as you don’t receive any aid to bypass the block this time around, you figure to
just move the type icon down to the “Activate Visualizer” option, and upon pressing enter,

you see the circular device directly ahead begin to light up in response, along with the
following being typed out across the terminal screen:

DATA SYNC COMPLETE

PLOTTING COORDINATES...

Getting brighter, a mass of light begins to arise out of the device, and though
shapeless at first, it soon smooths out into that of an orb, followed by new masses
appearing all across it that then smooth into the shapes of the world’s continents.

Now appearing to be complete in form, one last layer of information is then applied over
top it, that being the locations of major cities and points denoting surrounding regions, all of
which looks nearly identical to what you found upon the physical globe in the fallout shelter.

Looking back at the terminal, you then see the following information concerning what
is being shown on the globe across the screen:

ACTIVE: 1278

UNRESPONSIVE: 156

ACTIVE READINESS: 92%

REMOTE MESSENGER STATUS: ACTIVE

A few seconds later, you see several of the blips all across the globe pulse
(some in major cities and others in regions around them), followed

by the readiness percentage increase to 94%.

Continuing to show more blips pulsing and the readiness increasing in response, you
decide to move towards the next stairwell that heads down to the next level.

Reaching the half way point down, you see the area below begin to come into better view,
and though it is again smaller than the previous space, it is no less packed with items of interest.
The first of which being another terminal, though larger and having two displays connected to it,

with one off to the side that has a straight waveform pattern running across it,
and the other at the center which is displaying the following text:



Before venturing or looking around any further, you decide to
press enter upon each of the three “Anomalies” presented.

With the first, a simple ping is repeated from the central terminal, while
the other display’s waveform generates the appropriate visual pattern in response.

The second is similar, but consists of a second layer over top the original sound,
with the waveform continuing to grow in structure.

And as for the third, the complexity of the signal appears to grow exponentially,
forming into something almost musical like, with the waveform being shown as

an indiscernible collage of numerous patterns at this point.

Still playing in the background, the voice of the unknown man returns.

Unknown Man (PA system)
“Beautiful, isn’t it?... (slight chuckle)...  Pardon my, presumptions, perhaps in time.”

“Though, the fact remains.”

“The first heart beats, of a new age.”

Returning to silence, you continuing past the terminal and around the rest of the circulation core,
where you find yet another stairwell that heads down on the opposite side, along with another mess of

papers that appear to be analysis print outs of more signal patterns.

And above all of it, hanging down from the ceiling, a topographical map of Olympus Mons (plus the
city of Olympus at its center), with notes appearing to deal with the tracing of the source of the signals.
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Moving behind the map, you find another terminal, this time hooked up
to an assortment of different instruments, of which includes more equipment with

waveform graphs and a large bundle of wires that head up towards the upper levels.

Looking at the main display, you find it showing the following:

UPLINK TO LUNA SIGNAL ARRAY: INACTIVE

DATA TRANSMISSION: INACTIVE

BEGIN SIGNAL TEST

Appearing to be intractable, you press enter on the terminal’s keyboard,
and upon doing so, a set of speakers situated nearby begin to play sounds from

a multitude of frequencies, ranging between official stations of talk radio
and music, to just differing pitches of white noise.

Turning away, you see the rest of the level consists of nothing but more signal
analysis print outs scattered about and miscellaneous inactive equipment,

and thus decide to head towards the next descending stairwell.

However, before getting very far, you hear what
sounds like coughing coming from somewhere down below.

Reaching the stairwell with a bit more haste now, you soon reach the bottom, and
though you find nothing of interest greeting you at the landing, you turn the corning around

the circulation core and find a small personal library like space, with several book shelfs
aligned along the curving edge of the level and several items displayed throughout

on both the shelfs themselves and small desks.

Most notable being another large model on display at the library’s center.

Specifically, a model of the Edictal, and the
following label engraved in its wooden base:
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A picture frame facing the opposite direction can also be seen next to the model, and
as you move to the other side, you find the following photo inside it:

On the left you find a caucasian man of 60 or so years of age (appearance wise, his actual age
being much older), with the person on the right appearing to be of Native American descent and

roughly the same age as well (Note: It’s the same person Liz saw manifest from the “EVI”
sphere that confronted her while exploring the Edictal).

You also make note of the signature on the bottom right that reads:
Alex Maxson   ”The Last Martian”

Continuing on through the rest of the library, you look over the vast collection
of books which range from all things engineering, architecture, and urban design,

with a few story books mixed in as well.

(Note: Acting as an easter egg, one of the books is “The Devil in the White City”)

Among the books, you find another picture frame, with the following displayed within it:

Still observing the area, you then hear what sounds like the clanking of metal, in quick
succession, coming from the area on the other side of the circulation core.



Heading to the other side of the level, you pass by the core, and as you turn
the corner, the sight of a personal office space comes into view, with a modest sized
desk near the center back (so closer to the curved edge of the space) and nothing

but a clear view of the window dome just behind it that is continuing to provide
a direct view of the setting sun off in the distance.  And due to the passing
of time, the entire environment is now cast in every shade of red there is.

Getting closer to the desk, you soon identify what made the sounds you heard only
seconds ago, that being a small Newton’s Cradle residing atop it, with each of the

five metal spheres now rocking back in forth in unison.

Of course, as you look all around, you find no sign
of who or what could of caused it to move in the first place.

You do however, find a name, on the small terminal that rests
on the other side of the desk, which reads only:

NORM NET

BOARD OF DIRECTORS LOGIN

Looking over the rest of the desk, you find another picture frame off to the side, with the subjects
displayed being that of a younger looking version of the man you saw from the handshake photo

in the library, in the background standing proud, while the foreground shows a small boy,
perhaps 10 or so, playing with what looks like a remote controlled toy rover.

You also notice a small locket next to the frame that is in the open position, with
the portrait of an Asian woman, mid 40’s or so, displayed inside it.

Moving on to the rest of the office, you then hear the voice of the man again, this time in person,
and as you turn to face it, you find the man from the pictures, now standing near the circulation core.

Now able to see in full detail, you find his overall physique to be in rather healthy shape for his age, but at
the same time, observe his facial features to be aged more severely (balding white hair), as if recent stresses

have been taking their toll (similar in appearance and voice to S. R. Hadden from the movie “Contact”)
Attire wise, he is clothed in both white dress pants and a blazer. (Note: If the player has the heart

beat detector activated, this introduction can play out differently if they so choose)

Johnathan Loch
“If only the man was built just a little bit better.”

(Short pause as he proceeds to walk slowly into the office proper)

“(Slight chuckle) My apologies, once more.”

(Very direct in gesture, with a slight bow towards you)
“Hello, and rather late than never, may I also say (stands straight again)...

“...Welcome to Earth.”

NAME: JONATHAN LOCH

PASSWORD: 



Jonathan Loch
“Please, as you were.”

(Gestures hand out towards the rest of his office)

“Far be it from me to get in the way of such things.”

Moving to another area within the office as if everything was still normal to him,
you figure to do the same and continue your observations.

Looking back at the desk one last time, you find a pad of note taking paper and
a lonely pen next to it.  And though this would be of no interest any other time, with

Loch now in the room, he decides to make a comment in reference to it.

Loch
(While looking over some items on a nearby book shelf)

“We all have names... (picks out a book from the shelf) so I wonder,
you no doubt know of me, but what of you?”

Catching on, you decide to stay near the desk, followed by picking
up the pen and placing it upon the pad of paper.

(Note: All of this is player choice, not a forced cutscene/animation,
thus meaning they can go off towards somewhere else in the window dome

levels if they like at anytime, with Loch responding/following along in response)

Still stuck in contemplation of what to write, your other self provides you with the following:

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

(Short pause)

NO DATA AVAILABLE

Disappearing seconds later, you then slowly raise the pen off
of the pad and place it back down upon the desk.

Loch
(Still at the book shelf, you see his gaze is half way towards you as he observes your actions)

“I see (closes the book he was looking at).  A daunting task for sure.”

Stepping back away from the desk, you at last begin to make your way towards the rest of the office,
but just as you do, you hear Loch think out loud to himself (if the player is close enough).

Loch
(While looking through an engineering manual, and said under his breathe)

“Not of Zero One... or anyone... hmm...”
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Away from the desk, you reach another book shelf that flanks the left side of the desk (with Loch still
looking over books at the one that flanks the right side), and as you observe its contents you find

even more collections of books aligned throughout it, but rather them being about engineering
or design in general, you find each pertaining to a different war throughout history.

From World Wars and Civil Wars, to the tactics of Alexander The Great and Genghis Khan,
everything there is to know of Human conflict and conquest is on display, even a small

book covering the brief time (in this “world”) of the Cold War is viewable.

You also find another “INFO” issue on display in the center of the book shelf, and though the date
reads Feb 2056, the case it is housed in has done its best to keep it as pristine as possible.  It reads:

And next to it, a small box composed of all glass,
with a 19th Century Dueling Pistol on display inside it.

Looking over its fine ornament details, its condition appears to be perfect, save for
a lonely word that has been engraved along the end portion of the barrel:

At this time, Loch then makes a comment to your current observations.

Loch
“All great gifts of history.”

“Some more accepted than others.”



Granite Peak
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Finishing your observations of the book shelf, you notice Loch do the
same on the other side of the office, followed by him moving back

towards the circulation core.

Loch
(Presses call button for the lift)

(Lift door opens)
(Slightly turns back to you)
“Don’t be too long, now.”

(Steps inside and turns around to face outward)

(As the door closes)
“They’ve waited far enough already.”

(Note: All of this is only said if the player is nearby at the time)

Alone again, you decide to take one more look around the library section of the level,
and as you pass by the circulation core and then the Edictal model, your diligence pays
off as you discover one more item of interest on a small table positioned just behind one

of the book shelfs.

On it, you find a lonely picture frame that is facing towards the outside view of the setting
sun, now half submerged beneath the ocean horizon, with the subjects displayed this time being

that of an elderly black man (70’s or so) with a walking cane, plus an ascot cap atop his head, and
a younger, perhaps early 50’s, Caucasian man standing next to him.  Along with a small boy, around

10, being held by his side, and another child sitting, their attention presumably drawn towards
something in their hands.  While in the background, of which three of the four are observing,
is a mountain range and “naked” crescent moon, in addition to the label “Granite Peak ‘99.”

Seeing as the appearance of the man next to the child is similar to Loch,
(balding white hair being the main hint) coupled with the “Granite Peak 99” label and the overall age
of the photo, you figure the child is Loch himself, putting his current age at well over 100 years old.

However, considering he sounded and looked no older than 80, you presume he is a product
of modern medicine, or at least, one who could afford the best medical care available.

Concluding your observations of the level, you decide to head back to the
circulation core, where you proceed to call for the same lift Loch used earlier.



Pressing the button, a few moments go by without the lift returning in addition to
hearing no sounds coming from inside it, and in response, you decide to take the stairs
back up (outer stairs, not the circulation core’s inner stairs, which are still locked off).

Ascending, you pass through the previous levels without taking any detours, and upon
reaching the top, you attempt to access the circulation core once more, however you find

the lift again to be unresponsive and the door to the inner stairs still locked.

Appearing to be stuck, another few moments pass by, and as you take a look out
through the surrounding window dome, you see the fleet of Terra Cruisers below

you begin get closer as yours descends to their altitude.

Seconds later, the group then gets into a much tighter formation, with the
shadows they cast, due to the now 3/4 set sun, creating a dazzling

display throughout the window dome.

With the scene becoming settled, you then hear the lift begin to make a flurry of noises,
followed by its door opening, exposing the sight of Loch inside it.

Loch
“Closing time...”

(Gestures hand towards you in a welcoming manner)
“...last call.”

Seeing as you have no other options of further traversal, you enter
into the lift where it begins to ascend shortly thereafter.

Loch
(While looking straight ahead at the lift door, he begins to speak after a few moments)

“The lonely seed to bear fruit.”

“Yet, only a dent, in a far greater wheel...”

“...a sheep in wolfs’ clothing.”
(Slight chuckle)

“If only he could see you now.”

“And of course, to pick, her, over all others.”
(Said only for this appearance of “Zero”)

A moment later, the lift stops, and as its door opens you find yourself exposed to the
outskirts of the Cruiser’s main gather space, and the congregation of humanity inside it.

(Classical music can be heard in the background)

Loch
(In the doorway, preventing the player from leaving right away)

“So many gifts.”

(Slightly turns back to you)
(You observe him put a small personal tech device of some kind into his blazer’s right pocket)

“And only the choosing left to be done.”



Stepping out of the lift, you see Loch continue on ahead of you, but before moving into the crowd,
you see him confront two individuals, a man and a woman (in their late 20’s, with the male an

Asian and the woman looking to be of African descent), both of whom appear to be a part of the
Cruiser’s security detail (still dressed in formal party attire, but with some of their tactical

gear still exposed, along with normal Norm “N” patches on their sleeves).

Deciding not to move on just yet, you listen in on the brief discussion that takes place.

Loch
“Points in place?”

Male Guard
“Yes sir, Mr. Loch”

Loch
“And Issac?”

Male Guard
“Exactly per your instructions.”

Loch
“Good... good...”

(Turns to the woman guard)
(Glances back slightly in your direction)

Female Guard
“What of the wild card, sir?”

Loch
(Turns back to her)

(Begins to gently hold her right hand with both of this hands)
“Still in play... (slightly pats with his right hand) ...still in play.”

(Lets go of her hand)

Male Guard
“It’s been an honor, sir.”

Loch
“Please... please, the honor was mine.”

(Looks over the both of them, then nods confidently)

Dispersing seconds later, the guards head off towards the outer edges of the space, while
Loch moves into the main portion of the crowds, and as you look just beyond his heading,

you presume his destination is the stage that resides on the opposite side of the room,
along the wall of massive windows that look out over the now completely set sun

(just a bright spot of red, orange, and purple around the ocean horizon).

Seeing no where else to go, you decide to head in the same direction.



(Note: During this entire sequence, the player can choose to go into sphere mode,
causing the scene to play out slightly differently, however the end will still be the same)

Entering into the thick of the crowds, you continue to push towards the stage where you now see Loch
come to a stop once again at its base on the left side as he appears to converse with another individual,

a middle aged Caucasian man, and judging by his attire, you figure him to be the party’s host.

Still moving, the following conversation can be heard/seen around you:

Unknown Man 1
“We need but only a platform (takes a sip from his wine glass)”

Unknown Man 2
“Like the Edictal?... (Laughs) If only that ship hadn’t sailed, Nanita might still be around.”

Unknown Man 1
“All water under the bridge.  No, where turning to a purely satellite based

model this time around, then expand more... responsibly, from there.”

Unknown Woman 1
“Back to space?  Hmm... You’re more fearless than I figured.”

Unknown Man 1
“(Slight chuckle) Yes, well, it’s about time we stretched our legs, once again.”

Unknown Man 2
(Puts his wine glass forward)

“Hear, hear.”
(The others do the same)

Among other conversations concerning the numerous corporate entities of Norm, one other exchange
in particular catches your attention due to its relation to your own experiences today:

Unknown Woman 2
“Cut down, from what I heard.”

Unknown Man 3
“The entire squad?”

Unknown Woman 2
“All of them, and completely scrapped from top to bottom.”

Unknown Man 3
“Christ... Fucking moles.”

Unknown Man 4
“Such a nice lot, the Helping Hand.”

Unknown Woman 2
“(Slight chuckle) Perhaps Loch should just draw them all out of the equation while he’s at it.”

“God knowns the headaches it would do away with.”

The other two men give off what look like reluctant grins in response.
(In a different playthrough, this dialogue, and others, will change to

reference the other possible “experience paths”)



Nearing the center of the gathering space (Note: The density of the crowd will slow down
the player’s movement speed), you see Loch off in the distance head towards the side stairs

that lead up to the stage, then come to a stop just before heading up.

Moments later, you see the man he was talking to, the presumed host, walk up
ahead of him, where he proceeds to get the attention of the crowd.

Host
(Gestures towards the live orchestra that is playing on the right side of the stage)

(Music dies down, followed by the crowd taking notice and becoming quieter as well)
“My friends, (gestures hands out towards the crowd) my friends.  I hope the,

amenities, are treating you well.”

Unknown Man in the crowd
(Can be seen raising his wine glass above him)

“You know it.”
(Crowd reacts)

Host
(Chuckles)

“Now then, before we settle in to greet the new year, and a century at that,
may you first join me in welcoming a very special guest.”

(Turns his head towards Loch)

“A benefactor to many, and a dear friend of mine.”

“Ladies and gentlemen, the man who built the world, (gestures towards Loch)
“Jonathan Loch.”

(Crowd begins to applaud)

Stepping onto the stage with the crowd still applauding, you see Loch press
upon his personal tech device, followed by him putting it into his pocket and shaking

the hand of the host (host then steps off of the stage).

Loch
(Crowd still applauding)

“Thank you, (gestures to the crowd to stop applauding), thank you, please...”
(Applause stops)

(Short pause while Loch looks down slightly, as if contemplating what he is about to say)
(While still looking down he begins to speak)

“When I was a boy...”
(Begins to look back up towards the crowd)

“My father was a lost man.”

“No longer able to be one of... taking, he was left with only the ability to give.”

“And though it wasn’t much, I’m sure you’d all beg to differ.”
(Many in the crowd give off a slight chuckle)

“Of course, now...”
(Short pause as he looks out across the entire crowd,

as if to look into the eyes of every single person in the room)
“...I too, like us all... am lost.”



With the crowd breaking out in confused mutterings in response, a brief pause is observed
as Loch turns his head higher upwards, so as to look towards the back of the space.

Seconds later, you feel the entire Cruiser tremble as a series of loud blasts are heard
all around the room, followed by smoke and debris dispersing into the crowd, causing you

to become boxed in as the mass of humanity is forced into the center as panic begins to set in.

Accompanied by screaming and yelling, both from the party guards and the crowd,
several rounds of both old era and modern weaponry are heard going off, with some of the

party goers near the edge of the now huddled mass you are in being seen falling to the ground.

However, on the verge of outright chaos, the guards appear to gain control.

Male Party Guard (In the distance and out of sight)
“Weapons down!  You are surrounded!”

Other Guards (Said in succession all around the room)
“Weapons down!”

(More shots are heard, followed by grunting as an attacker falls to the ground in pain)
(Another round of louder “Weapons down!” commands are given in response)

Confused to what has just happened, the dust from the blasts finally
begins to settle, allowing for a better view (though the player making use of

echolocation can provide them with visual information before this point).

What is at first a multitude of silhouettes that bear a resemblance to what Alazar
and his group of fighters were seen as down in the subway tunnels, soon gives way
to exactly that (all have hand prints on their clothing, as well), though now with each

individual having their entire arsenal out and ready for use (weapons, grenades, tool belts).

Of course, as the dust disappears completely, you see the party guards are just as prepared, with a line
around the group you are currently in and several more who can be seen inside the areas that

were blasted away, trapping the would be attackers in a circular kill box corridor.

Yet, instead of just doing away with the fighters right then and there, the guards
continue to only train their weapons upon them, creating a stalemate situation.

Looking as if neither side is willing to back down, an all out massacre seems to be in need of only
a small spark at this moment, but just before one can be found, Loch begins to speak once again.

Loch
(Forceful, and in a tone that is opposite

of the calm and collected person he came off as before)
“Enough!”

Causing everyone to turn their attention to him, you also see some of the fighters now train their weapons upon
the stage area, with the party guards taking notice, but looking as if hesitant to do anything directly in response.

Loch
"At last, here we are, (outstretches hands) all of us.  (Gestures towards crowd) The more...

...(gestures and nods in agreement towards the fighters) the less."

“And that... (gestures towards you) that which is someone new.”



In response to his gesture, both the crowd and attackers turn their attention towards you in confusion,
with some immediately next to you backing away slightly.  And though you are among a densely packed amount

of people, your non-party like attire makes it easy for those in the room to see who Loch is referring to.

Loch
“Please (gestures at the crowd that lies ahead of you), clear a way.”

Still in silence, those who stand between you and the stage begin to part just enough
for you to get by, but upon doing so, you hesitate to move.

Loch
(Gestures towards you)
“That’s right, it’s okay.”

“Let them know, if you like.”

With more confused mutterings breaking out throughout the crowd and fighters, you
catch on to Loch’s hint and decide to revert to sphere mode so as to clearly state what you are.

Seconds later, your vision cuts out as you return to echolocation vision, and as your sphere hits the
floor upon your manifestation disappearing, both the sounds it generates and those from the shock and

gasps from the crowd around you as they react in response, paint a picture of the entire space.

The next moment, you begin to roll forward towards the stage, causing another wave of reactions
from the crowd and fighters, with the guards appearing to be unfazed by the scene.

(Note: The player can just as well walk to the stage, if they so choose, during this sequence)

During your traversal, the crowds continue to mutter in confusion.

Reaching the base of the stage, you manifest back to normal, so as to head
up the steps, causing one more round of reactions from the crowd.

However, before heading up, some among the crowd and fighters begin to speak out.

Unknown Male Party Goer
“But... Zero One...”

Loch
(Gestures/welcomes you onto the stage)

“Still very much asleep, yes, but a giver, once again.  Though, of something far greater than its initial promise”
(More mutterings from the crowd in response)

Notable Comment from one Female Party Goer
“Impossible...”

Loch
“I prefer, inevitable.”

Unknown Female Fighter
“(Loud laugh)”

Loch
(Turns his gaze towards the fighter)

Unknown Female Fighter
“It’s... (trains her weapon towards the stage) it’s a trick... has to be.”

Loch
(Slight chuckle as he looks down slightly, then back up towards the fighter)

“And yet, here you are, (gestures) welcomed, as a witness.”
(Looks around at all of the fighters/party goers in the room) 

“All of you.”



Host
“To... to what (shakes head in confusion), John?”

Loch
“(Somber) To anything... anything that isn’t this.”

“Another chance, perhaps.  For all.  To get it right.”

As more mutterings break out in response, a short pause is observed as everyone continues to look over you.

During this time however, you do notice one of the fighters near the back appear to
be more distraught than the others, of who become more willing to partake in what

Loch is suggesting (lower weapons, with some walking towards the stage).

Seconds later, you then see the troubled looking fighter begin to also make their way through the crowd.

(Note: The host and others from the crowd are placed
so as to keep the player from leaving the stage)

Unknown Male Fighter
(Cautiously walks up onto the stage with a few others)

Loch
“I assure you, she won’t bite.”

Unknown Male Fighter
(Looks over you for a few seconds, then turns to Loch)

“So, what... exactly, are you proposing?...”

(In the background, the sound of people being shoved and grunting can be heard)

Loch
“(Slight chuckle) I feel our roles in such a question should be reversed...”

Before proceeding any further with the conversation, the sounds of pushing and shoving
within the crowd continue to grow, until finally, a single voice emerges out from it.

Unknown Female Fighter
(Different person every playthrough)

“No...”

(More shoving as the person beginnings to emerge from the crowd near the base of the stage)

“No!... (small group is forcefully shoved away) the sins!... the debts!...”
(Fully emerges from the crowd with her pistol drawn)

(Tears on her face)
“Must be paid!”

Happening in such quick succession, no one is able to respond accordingly, not even the guards, and
with her weapon still drawn, the trigger is pulled and a single round is fired across the stage.

A split second later, the guards who appear to have been tracking the fighter before this point finally catch up
and promptly disarm her, with those in the crowd reacting accordingly.

However, their efforts are too late, and as you turn towards Loch, you find him hunched over somewhat,
and a modest sized wound across his upper abdomen, which proceeds to bleed out all over the chest area

of his white blazer.



MESSAGE STATUS: PENDING

With a state of shock and gasps overcoming the crowd,
Loch tries his best to stay upright.

Loch
(Only said if the player is directly next/facing him)

“It was always (grunts, coughs up blood)... worth the shot.”

Stumbling to the ground shortly thereafter, the fighter who fired the shot continues to struggle
with the guards, and as if inspired by both her words and actions, several more fighters, who

had stayed on the outskirts of the crowd this entire time, begin to take matters into their own hands.

Rather than more words, explosions from grenades ring out from the back of the space, with
more smoke and debris spreading out into the crowd, causing an all out panic to ensue.

During this time, those on the stage also begin to act, with each of the fighters, who
had lowered their guard for the moment just prior, now being seen as on the defensive

as the party guards fully engage those attacking.

Seconds later, you then see them all rush off the stage (some jump off into the crowd) and into the now completely
smoke filled space, with countless rounds from both old and modern era weaponry being heard going off thereafter.
And though you can’t see the battle going on, the flashes from the weapons light up the smoke cloud in a dazzling

display, with screams of terror from the party goers mixed in the background (again, the player
making use of echolocation can give them a more clear picture if they so choose).

Still on the stage, you observe the ailing Loch at your feet, and as you do, you find his personal tech device
now on the floor beside him, its cracked screen displaying the following:

Shortly thereafter, you then begin to receive the following information across your field of view,
which also flickers/glitches in response:

DATA GATHERING SUSPENDED

ACCESSING PREDICTIVE PROTOCOLS
(Short pause)

BEGINNING SIMULATIONS

Moments later, everything you see before you is quickly “wiped” away in a flood of bright
white light, followed by a short pause as you stare into what looks like oblivion.

This is then overtaken by the sound of a pulse that rushes over you, followed by what looks
like a new environment being generated all around you.

The next moment, the brightness of the light finally begins to fade, giving way to an entirely new landscape.

A prairie all the way to the horizon line, and desolation of both the natural and artificial,
as far as your eyes can see.



Continuing to look out, you find yourself atop a short cliff (keeps
player within the current area) that overlooks the rest of the prairie ahead,

and as you observe in more detail, you find the dead plant life, burnt ground,
and the ruins of several buildings off in the far distance are all covered in a fresh

layer of snow, with a few flakes falling around you here and there.

You also see the sun is low in the sky, in what looks to be early morning.

Gathering nothing more, you figure to turn direction, and as you move to see what lies
behind, you are immediately greeted but a massive structure, another ruin by the looks of it.

Specifically, what looks to be a giant wing embedded in the ground, its damaged exposed
upper areas extending upwards for at least a hundred meters or so, along with several

smaller ruined structures scattered about beneath it and the sight of the moon
and its “rings” viewable in the background.

Among the smaller ruins, a plume of smoke rising out from one of the
structures, as if it was some kind of chimney, is noted as well.

And next to it, one other smaller
structure that bears two more items of interest.

That being a lonely steel beam with a ripped up
red flag flying from it, and a hatch in the open

position with a dim gradient of light just
managing to pour out from the inside.



The Prometheus

Turning your attention to the hatch, you proceed to walk over to it, and as you
reach the base of the structure it resides on, you climb up the series

of slightly inclined ladder bars that lead up to it.

Now at the opening, you look down into it, where you see a small passageway composed
of damaged and uneven (the floor and walls aren’t perfectly perpendicular/straight anymore)

structure that appears to be the remnants of a maintenance corridor for what
you’ve come to presume is a crashed Terra Cruiser.

You also identify the source of the light as being a series of strung up
lights that are criss crossing from one side of the passage to the other.

Noticing nothing else, you decide to at last head down, and after walking forward
for a few meters, you reach a corner, or rather, what use to be a t-junction,

but has since had one side collapse in on itself.

Turning, you are then lead into a more modest sized room, with the center
structure, a circulation core by the looks of it, bearing the following signage:

Also draped in more lights, you see the words “The Prometheus” have obviously
been engraved in the time after the Cruiser crash landed here, and as you look

around the rest of the space, you find several amenities, such as cooking supplies,
(along with several opened wraps of “Nutrigel”), 2 worn out bed mattresses, and

several tables and chairs, of which look to have come from the Cruiser,
arranged into a crude living space.

Of course, once again, the one thing missing is the inhabitants themselves.

Moving on, you find all of the doorways that lead out of the space to be either
locked off or collapsed, but as you turn back towards the circulation core, you find

the door leading into its inner stairwell to be propped open.

Seeing as there are no other options of forward progress to be had,
you head up.



Met by nothing but more locked doors for the first two flights, you finally reach a new area upon
ascending to the third, and though you could still go even higher, you decide to have a look around.

Passing through another propped open door, you enter into a space
that is single height and roughly a third the size of the room that preceded it.

In terms of the Terra Cruiser, it would appear this was once the bridge, with a massive
row of windows, all of which are broken, allowing slight gusts of wind into the space and

stretching from one end to the other.

Several banks of electronics can also be seen, along with a single block of equipment
and a lonely chair in the center, which you assume must of been the captain’s position.

Still devoid of anything living, you do notice several blast marks along the
back wall where you entered, in addition to dark splatter spots in between them,

suggesting to you that a fight broke out here.

Moving deeper into the space, even more blaster marks and splatter spots are seen
near the lower portions of the banks of electronics and command stations.

Yet, despite the remnants of carnage and the overall destruction to the bridge,
you find something still stirring within it.

That being an active terminal at the captain’s post.

Reaching it, you find it has been heavily modified, with several cables being seen
exiting out from it, followed by them running through one of the broken windows (fully cleared out)

and up towards a higher location somewhere outside.

Looking at the terminal’s screen, you see it displaying the following:

Looking to be intractable, you press enter on “WORD PROCESSING,” but receive only an ERROR.

Unable to do anything else, you head back towards the circulation core stairwell.

NO!M N#%WO$RK

CON^EC%&ON ERR(R

PAN$EL AR!AY: ACT#VE

DISTRI)UTI^N: ACT!V*

BAT&*RY: CHAR!ING

LIN$ED L#^ALES

NE% CH!#AGO

G&AN%#E PE^K

WOR# PROCE^SING



Ascending once again, you pass by another locked doorway one flight up, then
reach another propped open doorway on the second, with the stairs appearing to

go only one more level higher as the appearance of light from outside is seen
flooding onto the next landing.

Rather than head straight for the top, you decide to take in your fill of the new area on
this level, of which looks to be a modest sized storage space, with several spare
banks of electronics, which match what you saw on the bridge, scattered about.

Several blast holes are also observable all across the ceiling, allowing rays of light
into the space for illumination (still dark in between the rays, and the brightness
of the holes makes it impossible to look directly through them to the outside).

Getting closer, you notice most of the electronics have since been scavenged for
parts, no doubt to make repairs to the ones on the bridge.

At first looking to be mostly an uninteresting dead end, one device near the back
manages to catch your attention as you draw near to it.

Appearing to be a printer of some kind, you see its top hatch is in the open position, with
what look to be empty ink cartridges strewn about from it and the rest of its enclosure looking

heavily modified.  You even see another pair of wires extend out from it and head up into
one of the blast holes in the ceiling.

Looking around some more, you observe three other printer like devices as well,
though with no wires running out from them and all appearing to have been scrapped for parts,

presumably so as to get the first one you observed working again.

Of course, putting things together, you figure the empty cartridges, coupled with the appearance
of rising heat vapor from the device, suggest who ever did this was unsuccessful in their efforts.

Finishing your survey of the remainder of the room, you head back to the circulation core,
and proceed to walk up the final flight of stairs.

Reaching the landing, the light you saw before begins to wash over you, and as you turn
and look upwards, you find the stairs give way to a large open space, with a fairly similar
looking structure to the window dome you traversed through in the “real” world spanning

overhead (tip of another damaged wing can also be seen outside).

Now at the top, you see the level expands outward towards the edges
of the dome, with no other levels suspended within it.

And directly ahead, near the edge, a grouping of desks among a mess of paper in what looks like a
work space, with the sight of a man sitting down and facing towards the outside at one of the center desks,

his hunched over posture giving the impression he is working intensely at what ever lies before him.



End of the Urban Condition

The strangerswho endedthe stalemate

Making your way towards the man, who you can see has a balding
head quite similar to Loch, you observe parts of the dome that have been

boarded over, presumably in order to patch up areas that have broken away.

You also locate one area of boards to your left with a door in the center, allowing
access to the exterior of what remains of the left wing of the Cruiser (the rest of the

wing being what can be seen extending out from the ground in the distance).

Reaching the grouping of desks, the sounds and echoes from what seems to be writing
are heard emanating from the man, and as you come within a handful of meters of him,

you begin to recognize some of the pieces of paper that are strewn about.

They are none other than more “INFO” issues, though all aged and being ones you’ve already made note
of during your travels through the real world (Note: Which ever ones the player finds before this point will

appear during this moment, with the rest of the stacks being duplicates of them.  However, if none are
observed directly, only copies of the one from Loch’s office will be observable).

Appearing to be unaware of your presence, most likely due to all this being just a simulation,
you continue to get closer, but just before you can reach the unknown man, you see his head

turn slightly upwards, then do a double take as he appears to notice something outside.

Unknown Man
(Sound of his writing utensil being dropped onto the desk)

(Gravely old voice)
“John?...”

Quickly getting up from the desk a split second later, you get a partial look at the man’s face as he turns towards
the door that leads outside, and as you look upon him, you see it too is similar to Loch (similar age, as well).

Now already half way towards the door, you also gaze at what he was observing, of which was at the damaged
wing structure in the distance, and what looks like a young child, a boy, slowly walking up to the very top.

Turning your attention back to the desk, you then observe what the man was working away at:



?NORM SAT NET

TELEMETRY PLOT

DATE: 04/15/26

Blue Book
Dead Hand

Blue Beam
MJ12

awaiting newdocumentation

Watching the man exit out of the dome and then proceed up towards the child at
the top of the wing, you decide to first have a look around the desks before following.

In addition to the copies of “INFO” issues, several of the other documents
are seen having the Norm “N” insignia atop them, with the information presented

pertaining to what looks like satellite gathered data.

The most notable among them being a map nearly the size of the largest desk:

(Note: A small data sheet with a plot of the North Atlantic,
between Iceland and Greenland, with a series of markers all across it and

“Anomaly” labels next to them, can be found tucked away near one of the desks)

Other documents of note include a smaller, less detailed map of the world, with the label
“Installations” above it and numerous small dots across it (Note: Not a single dot corresponds
to neither the “?” or end points on the bigger map), as well as a list that contains the following:

Becoming satisfied in your observations, you at last begin to make your way
towards the dome’s exit door, so as to follow the unknown man outside.



Reaching the door, you pass through it and begin to walk out across the top of the remaining section of the left wing.

During this time, you make note of more wiring coming up from the front section
of the crashed Cruiser, and as you trace them, you see they link up to a series of modest sized

solar panels that are lined up along the torn away section of the wing just ahead of you.

Turning right, you see the unknown man and the boy are now residing atop the very tip of the rest of the left
wing, and as you look down, you find a mess of debris and other junk that has been placed so as to create

a ramp to the ground, with a short path then leading to the base of the wing itself.
(Note: The path is blocked in by surrounding piles of debris and junk)

Nearing the bottom of the ramp, you figure to just pass through the junk pile with little interest in anything among it,
but as you continue to move towards the base of the wing, something catches your attention slightly off to your right side.

A glimmer, from a small patch of still mirror like steel, upon
what looks to be a heavily damaged Cognition Sphere.  However, due to its position within the pile of debris

and junk, you are unable to get a better look, and thus decide to proceed on towards the man and child.

Ascending for a good 30 seconds or so, you see the man begin to embrace the child,
as if glad nothing dire came of the boy being so high up in the air.

A few moments later, you at least reach them, and watch as the two then begin
to gaze upon the clear view of the moon and its “rings” off in the distance.

Boy
(Tugs at the man’s jacket)

“The star people... wh... why don’t they come back?”

Unknown Man
(Slight chuckle)

“Well... maybe, hmm... (crouches down to the boys height level) ...maybe, they’re just waiting for us to go to them.”
(Both return to gazing at the moon)

Still observing the scene, you then see another wave of light overcome the environment,
followed by your field of view becoming nothing but a bright white, seconds later.



Continuing to look out into nothing but an empty white void, another pulse
like wave of sound rushes past you, followed by the appearance of a new

environment being forged into being directly before you.

Seconds later, the brightness begins to slowly fade, giving way to you being on
the ground, and in a landscape dramatically different from the one just prior.

Within your immediate vicinity, you find only severely scorched earth and burnt up trees
(no snow cover), with the destroyed foundations of small buildings scattered about in between.

As for for everywhere else, day has become night, and a crescent moon
replaced by one of full brightness just managing to poke out from a massive smoke cloud

that resides ahead to your left, with several other small dots of light among its “rings,”
of which look to be slowly picking it apart.

And beyond all that, a small dot of slightly reddish light, all by its lonesome,
in what must be the shine from a far away Mars.



Turning to the scene behind you, more of the same is observed, along with
what look to be hills of junk and debris off in the background, and the appearance

of an artificial cut out in the ground, a trench, just a few meters away from you.

Moving into it, some of the junk and debris it is riddle
with begins to come into better focus.

From torn sheets of metal to an assortment of cables and wires,
the entire straight away that you can see in front of you looks like its

been through a violent event, if not several.

Continuing forward, you near a turn in the trench, but just before you reach it,
a noise, like nothing you’ve heard of before, briefly blares out from within the
massive smoke cloud behind you.  In trying to discern it, the closest thing you
can come up with, is that of a train horn, though much deeper, like a groan.

(For reference, think of the Alien tripods from the 2005 version of
”War of the Worlds”)

Muffled and dull, the source seems a far distance away,
and though you turn back to the clouds, you are unable

to identify anything that could have produced it.

Nevertheless, you push forward to the turn within the trench, and as you come to it,
you immediately find the next leg splits off into two directions, with one continuing

on straight ahead, and the other heading down, underground.

Though you are at liberty to go where ever you choose,
(both in the trench and normal ground level) one thing

from the underground path catches your interest.

A soft flickering red glow, coming from somewhere inside.

Making it an easy decision,
you begin to head down into

the underground section.



WATER TREATMENT

Now well into the tunnel section, dirt and debris held back by wood beams and boards
soon give way to concrete, in what looks like a separate structure that has been breached.

Looking into the new structure, you also observe the source of the light as a barrel fire,
of which bears the Norm “N” insignia once again, though here, in a charred state,

making it barely noticeable.  And atop it, a far more viewable “Helping Hand”
hand print, with the paint used to make it still dripping down the face

of the barrel, suggesting it was placed recently.

Entering into the all concrete area, you reach the fire, and as you turn right, you find nothing
but collapsed structure, while turning left yields yet another path that leads further down.

Having leaks all along the ceiling, and cracks emanating from the mortar joints,
you figure the structure to be quite old, perhaps even predating everything you’ve

seen thus far in the real world by a wide margin.

Leading you into a small stairwell, you descend two flights, followed by it
connecting into another t-junction that consists of more barrel fires, along with

the following official signage (not written on) across the wall (aged/faded):

Blocked again on your right by more collapsed sections, you figure to follow
the remaining path open to you, and upon traversing down a straight away for

a few more moments, you are lead to a doorway, with two massive rusted steel
doors in the closed position (sliding doors).

A second later, your other self begins to chime in.

SIMULATION ANALYSIS COMPLETE

NO LOCKING MECHANISM DETECTED

PROBABILITY OF ENTRY

(Short pause)

HIGH

Catching on, you move to the center gap between the two doors, and after
placing both of your hands inside it, proceed to slowly push them apart.

While doing so, you are greeted by both normal artificial lighting and a mess of debris
and junk, which appears to have been erected so as to better secure the doorway.

And beyond that, just in sight through the pile before you, a mass of heavily clothed figures,
all huddled together and motionless.



Pushing the doors away just enough for you to get through, you see the mass of people,
of who’s attire is similar to the fighters you saw in the subway, are still standing idly by,
and unaware of both you and your actions (Note: The appearance of these people will

depend on what the player saw during their exploration of New York, since the
isolated groupings of the Helping Hand do not dress all alike).

Now presented with nothing but the debris pile in front of the door, you
make use of your abnormal strength once more and proceed to push aside

that which blocks your remaining path into the space with relative ease.

Surveying the room, you find it to be triple height and filled with several
lines of piping that flow into several tanks, most likely making this the heart

of the water treatment facility the sign was pointing towards.

As for the people themselves, their heavily clothed bodies makes it difficult to discern
identities without getting up close and personal, but from their overall statures, you figure a
50/50 split between male and female, with none looking to be any younger than 20 or so.

You also see none are conversing with one another, and as you observe their
positions and posture more closely, you’d think they are waiting around for something,

with the bulk of their numbers standing around another set of heavy metal doors.

Moreover, the most amount of activity you do see among them
are a handful looking over their person, as if getting prepared.

(Wrapping arms, putting on gloves/head gear, tying boots, etc...)

Deciding to look around the rest of the treatment facility, your eyes are quickly drawn to
a small elevated area in the core of the space (two stories up), where most of the piping passes through.

A vast amount of bright artificial light can be seen coming from it, as well.

Heading around to the other side, you locate a small stairwell that leads up to the area, and upon
ascending, discover a sizable plot of dirt and soil in the center, spread out across the concrete

floor, with four giant flood lights surrounding it, providing complete illumination
coverage (all connected to a crude hydro powered generator).

And among the numerous bumps within the soil,
you find a lonely stem, budding up in the center.
Its base soaked in water from a dripping nearby

torn away section of piping.

Moments later, the tranquility of the moment is interrupted
as the entire environment shakes, causing paint chips and dust to

descend down from the ceiling, and one of the flood lights to go out.

Soon after, you then hear the people down below begin to shuffle their feet,
mixed in with sounds akin to the drawing of swords and other metallic objects.



Seconds later, sounds from the metal doors being pushed to side are then heard,
followed by more shuffling as the mass of people begin to head out.

Following, you head back down to the ground level and mange to see the last of the group move through
the door and out of site, and as you reach it, you find what lies just beyond the door frame is all outside.

Looking out over a short hill that leads down to more scorched prairie, you see the rest of the water
treatment facility has since been torn away/dug out.  And as you continue to look ahead, you see the group of

people are now entrenched in what look like more trenches that have been dug into the hillside, though
smaller than the one you found before (half as wide and only long enough to hold 10 or so people).

Appearing to all hunker down, you then turn your gaze to the background, where you again find
the full moon and its “rings,” now off to the right, along with the massive dust/smoke cloud on the left.

With everyone now settled in, you figure to walk down the hill yourself.  However, just before doing so, the
deep groaning sound from earlier returns, and this time, you feel the entire ground tremble beneath you,

due to its closer proximity.  You even observe some of the ruins around you collapse away.

Moments later, something then begins to slowly emerge from the dust cloud, an enormous
sphere, with several bright lines all across it, and appearing to be suspended in mid-air.

Still emerging, another groan rings out, causing the ground to tremble
even more, and as you continue to watch, you see two more spheres
begin to enter into view, far off in the distance, one of which proceeds

to emit a dull light directly beneath it, followed by the ground being
drawn up into it in sizable chunks.

And it is at this moment, when you remember back, and
conclude these to be the so called, “Terranauts,” now

no longer just simple sketches on an
engineer's drawing board.



Observing the people in the trenches once more, you see none
have been fazed by the scene playing out before them as they

continue to lie low while the nearest sphere draws closer.

As another moment passes, more groans are heard from all three spheres,
followed by a pause as the sounds echo away into the distance.  And it is

at this time when you at last see some activity from the people around you.

Within the front trench, a lonely arm raises up in a fist, with the
others hunkering down even further in response.

The next moment, you notice the nearest sphere then start to emit a small amount
of light from its top, followed by numerous white lines racing upwards out of it,

with each one arcing away in a different direction.

Glowing at their tips, one explodes violently in mid-air only seconds later, suggesting the
objects are hostile in nature, and though their arcs eventually turn downwards towards

your position, another oddity is observed shortly thereafter.

They begin to arc back towards the sphere.



Still arcing, their speeds then suddenly increase, and after seeing another go off
prematurely, the rest proceed to make impact with the sphere’s exterior, causing

what looks like catastrophic damage.

Having increased in number to the dozens at this point, the blasts are evenly spread out all across
the hull, and for a brief moment, the sphere goes out of sight as the resulting smoke cloud

engulfs it, mixed in with the flashes from several more impacts.

A few seconds later, sections begin to re-emerge, with infernos now raging
from the numerous gashes that have been produced.  Yet nonetheless, it

continues to draw closer to your position, albeit in a more lingering manner.

Appearing to lower steadily in altitude, it would seem to be on a collision course
for your location, but as you look back over the people around you, they continue

to stay in place, with the lonely fist still raised high.

Another handful of moments later, their confidence is rewarded as
the sphere begins to dip dramatically, as if in a free fall, followed

by it slamming into the open prairie that lies before you.

Blasting away a wall of dirt and dust in its wake, in addition to causing an earthquake
like experience beneath your feet, the cloud soon rushes over your position,

with the people being seen bracing just prior to its arrival.

Now inside what is equivalent to a dust storm, you receive the following
message as your field of view quickly becomes indiscernible.

SIMULATION ALTERATION SUCCESSFUL

BEGINNING ECHOLOCATION VISUALIZATION

Disappearing a moment later, your vision then returns to echolocation
mode, followed by the vague outlines of the environment

that lies ahead being forged into being.

Curiously enough, you notice straight away that the people are no longer present,
with only their footprints in the dirt showing they’ve since moved forward, and as you

do the same, you soon discover where they’ve gone.

Beginning to settle somewhat, at least in wind intensity, new outlines
begin to come forth out from the dust cloud that still surrounds you.

It is of course the outer hull of the sphere, now severely damaged and embedded
in the ground, with the sight of the footprints terminating at the beginning of its
debris pile, of which slowly ramps up towards a sizable gash that leads inside.



Beginning your climb up the debris pile, the intensity of the dust cloud continues to weaken,
to the point that your vision reverts back to normal once you reach the gash on the sphere.

Though still hazy, you are able to identify the partially intact inner structure that you first walk
into as a curved corridor, in what you presume circles around the entire sphere on this deck.

You also make note of something not pertaining to the structure.

That being a sizable trail of blood, of which you track back to
a hunched over male body on the floor along the wall of the corridor,

their more formal attire bearing the Norm “N” insignia.

And not far from it, a decapitated head.

Looking down the rest of the corridor, in both directions, you find similar sights.  From large
chest lacerations, to other severed limbs and more trails of blood all across the floor and

walls, you figure this to be the handy work of those you followed here.

Traversing even further down the corridor (player can go either direction),
the display of carnage persists, until finally, you reach a section of the structure

that has collapsed in on itself, forcing you deviate towards another path.

Looking around, you find only one possibility in the form of a sliding doorway
that has become misaligned in its frame, with a small gap at the bottom.

Jammed tightly, your strength alone can’t pry the opening any further, but as you look down at the
base of the gap, you figure your other form can, and thus proceed to revert to sphere mode.

(Another “SIMULATION ALTERATION” message would appear, as well)

Now on the other side, you find yourself in what looks to be the sphere’s
inner chamber, with the majority of the decks having balconies that overlook its artificial
outside design, which now, is just a mess of burning trees, flickering upper “sky lights”

(projection panels similar to what the spires had that are now malfunctioning),
and more mutilated bodies.

However, among the devastation, you do manage to find some amount of order in the chaos.

At the core of the space, you find a grouping of lifts suspended in a nearly all transparent glass
structure, like that from the spires, and as you continue to get closer to them, you find a single

lift begin to descend down out from the upper section of the sphere.

Moving towards the base of the lift bank, you also realize the lift contains 3 individuals, all of whom appear to be
from the group you saw earlier, and as it finally reaches your level, you see another pair walk towards you.

Looking to be meeting up with those in the lift, you overhear
a brief exchange as the three then exit out towards them.

Unknown Man (From the two waiting)
(Puts arms out in a confused gesture)

“No prize?”

Unknown Woman (From the lift)
“Rats got away.”

(Forcefully throws a bag at the man)
“So, settle for the spoils.”

(Other bags on the floor of the lift are evenly distributed among the group)

Walking away shortly thereafter, you are left with a still functional lift before you, and decide to head up.



ISSAC LOCH
CHIEF OF INFORMATION

Stepping inside, you immediately notice the severely cracked state of the glass
structure that houses the lift, but seeing as safety isn’t a concern, you stay and
turn towards the control panel, where you find a button labeled “P” and another

above it with the label “A.”

Assuming the “A” to be short for ADMINISTRATION,
you press it (still in a gentle manner), followed by feeling

a jolt as the lift then proceeds to struggle to ascend.

Barely holding together, the ride up is less than sound, with creeks and screeching
heard all around.  Yet nonetheless, everything somehow holds together as you at last reach
the top of the interior chamber, followed by your view of the outside being obscured as you

enter into the smoke cloud that has formed due to the fires below, then even more
so upon entering into the ceiling structure.

Now in complete darkness, the creeks and screeches continue to go on as you wait to
re-emerge, and after a few more moments, during which has the sounds come to a head,
as if to signal a total collapse is imminent, the lift rises up into a space lit only by the dull

red and yellow light from more nearby fires.

Partially opening its sliding doors shortly thereafter, you proceed to use your strength
to push them apart even more so, followed by promptly stepping out onto the new level.

However, before getting a proper look around, you then hear the lift
finally collapse away and out of sight.

Turning back around, you find the level to be a double height space
and mostly “open” in plan, with numerous isolated rooms scattered throughout that

are courted off by 3/4 high glass walls (so like big cubicles), of which look to be made
up of more projection panels as several are seen flickering/glitching (switching between

being transparent and opaque).

You also make note that each one has a modest sized, metallic (opaque)
tube running up and out through the ceiling structure above.

Passing by what looks like the front entry desk of the space, which bears another
giant “ADMINISTRATION” sign (also flickering), and is also in flames, you find all of the office like spaces
have either been heavily vandalized/set ablaze, or completely ran sacked of any and all items of interest.

Though, as you approach the outer walk way space that runs along the outer wall of the sphere
(also heavily damaged, with a few gashes allowing gusts of wind into the space), you discover

one office that appears mostly intact.

And as you get closer, you find the following label next to its entryway:



Pulse of 81’

Project Entity

Entering the office, you find that, though the office structure itself is mostly
undamaged, nearly all of the items inside have been tossed about.

From a chair pushed aside to the corner and a flipped workstation desk, to a mess of documents
and books, you quickly begin to pick out some of the more interesting items of note:

First off, in the opposite corner of the office, the base of one of the metallic tubes,
with a small closed and locked hatch that reads only:

Within a pile near the flipped desk, you discover several generic documents that all bear an “INFO” letterhead, in addition to a
broken picture frame that contains a diploma for a master’s degree in journalism and mass communication which bears only the

Norm insignia where a school name would normally be seen.  You also find a terminal, but its shattered state makes it inoperable.

Turning your attention to one of the shelfs along the wall, you see several books lying about pertaining to famous literature,
as well as a handful of engineering/design manuals (some are ones seen previously in Jonathan Loch’s office), and even a hefty

book on programming, with several bookmarks seen coming out of it, in addition to a prominent “Backdoors” label on one of them.

And at the shelf’s base, on the ground, you find another frame with the following inside:

Looking to be a printout of the first abnormal single “you” gave off from Olympus in 2081, you then proceed
to identify another object not far from it, also on the ground, that appears to be related to it.

A custom designed briefcase, of which bears the following label:

Though locked, and in need of a 4 digit code, you utilize your strength in order to easily pry it open, exposing a small terminal
display, a keyboard, and generic notes inside.  Of which, interestingly enough, also contains a sketch of the Mars Guard shield
insignia (small notes around it, as well).  Unfortunately, the device is also inoperable and you continue your search around the

rest of the office, leading to the discovery of one more major item of interest.  That being another picture frame, the largest
in the room, on the ground and partially covered in more generic “INFO” labeled documents.

Moving over to it, you proceed to reveal it in full by picking it up,
and in doing so, observe the following picture displayed inside:

Now grasping the frame with both of your hands as you observe all you can in the picture, you hear another
pulse sound rush over you, followed by the entire environment whiting out as the simulation changes itself yet again.

PANIC POD



Still surrounded by light, the sounds of more pulses are heard,
followed by the vague appearance of a new environment being
constructed before you coming into view a few seconds later.

Just before getting grasp of what is being formed, however,
the light suddenly brightens to near blinding levels, followed by
the complete version of the new simulation “fading” into being.

Looking ahead, you find yourself in an alley way, but rather than it be
one from the streets of New York, you soon notice a distinct grouping of

structures off in the distance that give away where you truly are.

The towers of Olympus, cast in a dull red, with a dusk sky in the background.
Of which, you also see has a lonely speck of light within it, presumably the Earth.

Though peaceful at first, you are nearly knocked off your feet as the entire area
is rocked by what sounds like an explosion of immense intensity, close by.

Unable to locate the source in your current line of sight, you continue to look around,
and as the shaking begins to settle, you then see three streaks of light, similar to the

missiles you saw in the previous simulation, scream past overhead.

Following their trajectory, you observe them race off towards the
grouping of towers directly ahead, where they proceed to detonate

near the base of the largest one among them.

Moments later, the tower begins to slowly topple over, then
collapse to the ground, causing everything to tremble yet again and

shrouding the entire horizon in a mixture of dust and smoke, with
only the speck of Earth’s light remaining to be seen.



With the environment settling back to normal, the echoes from the
tower’s destruction are soon replaced by the sounds of blaster and misc.

weapons fire, in addition to more explosions going off in the distance.

Moving out of the alley, in the direction of the smoke cloud, you enter into
a street way that appears to loop around the entire grouping of towers,

in what you now see as being the center of Olympus.

Still hearing nothing but gunfire and explosions in the distance, you begin to identify several
flash bursts within the smoke cloud that has completely engulfed the city’s center district.

Contained like if in a bowl, due to the center district being at a lower elevation, the top
of the cloud is nearly at eye level as you walk towards the edge of the street way.

Though you attempt to use echolocation in order to get a better look, the amount
of smoke and dust between you and the action below is too great to penetrate.

Looking for a way down, you quickly realize that both directions along
the street way ring eventually become impassable due to debris piles that have been

formed from more collapsed towers.  But just as it would seem a dead end has been had,
you discover a series of stairs that provide access to the lower levels.

Once grand in its design, you find its concrete and marble construction to be riddled with
bullet holes and blaster marks, as well several blood trails and accompanying corpses.

Of which, you identify two distinct types.

The first being those bearing the Norm insignia patch and clothed in black battle gear
who appear to have been brought down by bullet wounds.  And the second, which are

nothing more than numerous dust piles, intermixed with pieces of burnt cloth and damaged old
era weaponry, in what you presume to be the remains of those incinerated by heat ray blaster fire.

Continuing on, you reach the bottom of the stairs, and though the sounds of the
battles still taking place appear to be getting closer, nothing appears within your

immediate field of view.

Entering deeper into the smoke cloud, now with your echolocation activated,
you soon reach the base of another collapsed tower and destroyed lower buildings,

and though the battle that caused this is no where to be found, you do find
one specific item of note within the debris pile.

A lonely damaged, and inert, Zero One service drone, with its cracked on board display
showing nothing but a faint burnt-in image of the Mars Guard shield insignia.



Examining the drone in closer detail, you conclude the damage to both the
sphere and display were not caused by weaponry, due to the lack of blast markings.

Continuing to make observations, you then hear something behind you,
in what sounds like the subtle movements of debris.

However, before you can turn around, a shot rings out, followed by the sight
of a sizable projectile shredding through the top right of the drone, causing a

modest chunk of it to be blown off.

Now turned around, you find a grouping of heavily clothed Helping Hand fighters,
and though they aren’t aware of you, they begin to converse

about the drone, which now has caught fire.

Unknown Man (One with a rifle out)
(Aims for another shot)

Unknown Man 2
(Stands by, amused by the man’s actions)

Unknown Female
(Just before the first man can fire again, she aggressively shoves him, nearly

knocking him to the ground, and causing his rifle to fall out of his hands)
“Idiots.  (Turns to the second man)  The lot of ya.”

(Picks up the man’s rifle)

Unknown Man 2
“Just getting a head start.”

Unknown Female
“Save it...” (shoves the rifle back into the first man’s arms)

“...So maybe, we won’t have to.”

“Now, move!”

Moments later, the group moves back into a more dense area
of the dust cloud, fading out of sight shortly thereafter.

Deciding to follow, you too enter into the denser section of the cloud, and upon
reactivating your echolocation, you soon re-locate the grouping, who have now

joined up with several more fighters.

Appearing to press forward in a scattered formation, you observe them doing
well in checking every nook and cranny of the debris piles and blown out sections
of still standing structure that lie ahead for unfriendlies.  And just as you catchup
to those in the rear of the group, something appears to grab their full attention.

All turning their heads skywards, you do the same, and at the same time, begin
to hear a series of dull buzzing sounds coming from somewhere high overhead,

which gets more intense with each passing second.



Still looking mostly upwards, you notice a clearing in the dust cloud that allows you
to see the dull tan/orange dusk sky, while in the corning of your vision, you notice

several of the fighters slowly backing into the nearby buildings, as if in fear.

Moments later, what look like hundreds of small black silhouettes, all similar in shape to the
Terra Cruiser, slowly begin to creep into view within the clearing, followed by a single voice

crying out among the group.

Unknown Man
“Terror Bombers!”

Rather than a panic breaking out, the entire group begins to file into the surrounding
buildings in mostly silence, in an effort to find cover.  However, before everyone can get

out of what remains of the street way, the buzzing above starts to be
overtaken by a flood of whistling sounds.

Going from a grouping of easily identifiable cruisers to an enormous mass of gray specks,
the whistling continues to get louder and louder, until finally, the mass reaches your area.

Immediately causing the ground to tremble in the most severe fashion thus far, explosions
of all shapes, sizes, and sounds erupt all around you, pushing even more dust into your

field of view, temporarily blinding your entire spectrum of vision abilities.

Now just a barrage of flashes, shaking, and near deafening sounds, the event continues
for a good 20 more seconds before some form of peace returns in the form of one last

explosion causing the dust cloud to be partially blown away, improving visibility to about
50 meters or so in all directions.

With the echoes from the explosions fading away into the distance soon after,
only the sounds of collapsing structure and shifting debris are heard within
your section of the city, which now bears the look of an all out war zone.

You also notice at this time the group you were with just moments
before has been reduced to only a handful, with the rest either crushed,

blown up, or buried alive under several tons of unmovable debris.

And as for those who still remain, you see most begin to move
forward once again only seconds later, even as the dull cries

and moans of their fallen comrades ring out
beneath their very feet.

Not long after seeing their departure,
you do the same.



Traversing the newly formed mounds of debris, you come to a clearly that was made by the bombings,
with the survivors from the group amassed within one of the blown out buildings that surround it.

Appearing cautious in their movements, you also spot several figures moving about within
another blown out structure that resides near the center of the clearing, and conclude they

are the reason for the behavior of the fighters.

Though a fair distance away, you can clearly make out their attire as Norm battle gear, in
addition to one of the individuals being clothed more formally, almost suite like, along with

what looks like a small object within their possession.

The location of the structure is also at a slightly lower elevation, allowing both you and
the fighters a tactical view of the ruins the group currently occupies, and as you continue to
observe the scene, you see some among the fighters begin to draw their rifles and take aim.

However, just as this is done, numerous shots ring out from the center structure, followed
by blaster rounds ripping through the blown out structure the fighters are in, causing it to

fully collapse away, leaving nothing but another dust cloud.

With the rest of the fighters scattering, a skirmish begins to
break out, with shots being exchanged between the two sides.

Quickly making an even greater mess of the area, more fighters start to pour in by the
handfuls throughout the other surrounding damaged buildings, and though the group in the

center ruin appear to be holding their own, you soon see their blaster fire cease.

Now unable to see any of the figures from earlier within the structure, the fighters press forward
towards them in a ring formation around the ruin, and just as it would seem their situation is hopeless,

more dull buzzing sounds, though slightly higher in pitch, begin to emanate from behind you.

While still building in intensity in the background, one among the group re-emerges (barely,
and not in a fighter’s line of sight), specifically the one dressed formally and carrying

the unknown object, which now you realize to be a briefcase.

Looking to be manipulating the object, you then feel the ground vibrate, followed
by the sound of metal screeching, as if a massive door was opening.

Unfortunately, before anything else can be gathered, the buzzing then turns into a near deafening
scream as another round of missiles rush past overhead, where they proceed to detonate

throughout the surrounding buildings and groupings of fighters out in the open.  This is
then followed seconds later by an extremely close flyby of two jet fighter like crafts.

Though only a blur due to their speed, you manage to recognize the shape of the aircrafts, which bear a
resemblance to the design you saw on the “Buzzard” schematic you found on one of Loch’s drawing boards.

Continuing in their flight path, the two then release
one more group of missiles, though this time, they
proceed to fly past the clearly and out of the sight.

Moments later, they explode off in the far distance, of which results in a
massive chain reaction detonation from whatever was destroyed,

in addition to the sight of the sky becoming distorted, as if the
atmosphere itself was falling apart, shortly thereafter.

In response to this, you can only conclude
the Olympus “Electrosphere” is collapsing.



Continuing to degrade, you hear more screeching come from the center ruins,
followed by it suddenly being overtaken by a deep groan like sound from up above.

Turning your gaze back to the scene playing out overhead, you figure the
sound is the atmosphere of Olympus being sucked out of the caldera the

city resides in as the Electrosphere completely collapses away.

Getting louder with every passing second, you look back towards the clearing
that surrounds the center ruin, and though it is now mostly shrouded in another

dust cloud due to the missile strikes, you see survivors begin to fall back.

Of course, vain attempts of escape are all you truly witness.

With the sounds of rushing air drawing near, you then
begin to notice something abnormal in the far distance.

At the tip of each still standing tower, you see a white texture start to
creep down them, in what can only be a sheet of ice being instantly formed as

the water vapor on the structures is exposed to the extreme temperatures of the
upper Martian atmosphere (for reference, refer to the extreme temperature

drop scenes from the film “The Day After Tomorrow”).

Still observing the fighters desperately trying to flee in the foreground, the wave of ice
continues it rapid decent towards the surface, but just before it can reach you, the sound

of the air being sucked out at last arrives.

Blowing debris, people, and the dust cloud away in one massive event of
explosive decompression, the entire environment is wiped clean of anything

not firmly attached to the ground.

On top of that, the temperature drop then arrives seconds later, casting the entire area in
a thin layer of glacier white ice, all the while only giving off a series of muffled sounds as the

amount of air is now but a fraction of what it once was just moments prior.

Now alone in a winter coated wasteland, with the only ambiance being the muffled sounds
of intense upper atmosphere gusts of wind, you at last decide to make your way towards

the center ruin (which the player could of done before this point, though, due to
distance, they can not reach it before the Electrosphere failure event occurs).

Reaching it some moments later, you discover what created the
screeching sounds from before, as well as the means of escape for

the small group who previously occupied the area.

A sizable, circular shaped door that is slightly recessed
into what remains of the concrete floor of the ruins.

And across the door’s two closed panels, the label
“ZERO ONE CENTRAL ACCESS.”



Though also encased in a layer of ice, you see the small gap between the door’s two
panels is still viewable, and upon giving the sheet that lies across it a quick and decisive

jab with your right hand, it cracks away just enough for you to get a useful grasp.

Proceeding to then slowly pry open the panels, you are instantly greeted
by another burst of air as the pressurized atmosphere that still exists within

the depths of Olympus begins to escape.

Moments later, you manage to make an opening you can fit through,
and as you look down, you see a floor only a few meters below.

Dropping onto it shortly thereafter, you look back up towards the door,
where you see it slowly close back up, with the escaping air giving off

a high pitched whistle as the opening completely seals.

Now in near total darkness, you notice a series of small lights that
line the circular wall, allowing just enough illumination for you to

see the area around you in vague detail.

However, as more time passes and no activity is observed from
what you assume is a lift, you begin to think you’ve trapped yourself.

After even more time comes and goes, your other self finally decides to make a return.

SIMULATION ALTERATION SUCCESSFUL

A split second later, the lift jolts downward,
followed by it rapidly accelerating into a descent.

Watching the surrounding circular wall pass by, you notice depth
markings go from 50m to 2000m over the course of roughly thirty
seconds or so, until at last, it gives way, exposing you to the sight

of the expansiveness that is the Zero One Central chamber.

And down below, off in the distance, you observe the sight of an inactive Zero One, with its server banks
no longer buzzing and discharging electrical arcs, in addition to its core’s main light being unlit and cracked.



Still descending, you then spot a figure at the base of the center core structure,
and as you continue to get lower, and thus closer, you realize it to be the

man in formal attire who possessed the briefcase.

Now only a few meters above the ground level, you notice the man is alone and is moving about between both the
briefcase that is sitting upon a pile of junk/debris and an exposed panel on the core (a small amount of light is

emanating out from it), of which is linked to the briefcase via a series of wires.

Moments later, the lift finally reaches the ground, embedding itself into the floor,
and you begin to walk towards the man in the distance.

With Zero One appearing to be completely inert, the only sounds you hear are those created by the
actions of the man, of which include typing and the coupling/adjusting of wires.  And due to the immense

size of the chamber, their corresponding echoes reverberate for lengthy bits of time.

Getting within a dozen meters, you then begin to discern the man’s appearance in better detail, and though his back is
turned to you, both his overall physique and balding head remind you of the first man you saw during the first simulation.

Concluding the two men are the same person, as well as figuring his name to be
Issac Loch as you clearly identify the “Project Entity” label upon his briefcase, you

continue to observe him as he tweaks with the wiring within the exposed core panel.

Though unaware of your presence, a slight clattering noise, from behind both of you, soon catches his attention.

Issac Loch
(While still tweaking the wires)

“Back already?  (Slight chuckle while he couples a wire)
“Glad to see more than one thing won’t be going to waste today...”

(No response, followed by the sounds of slow footsteps)

Loch
(Stops tweaking)

“Ah... Well then, how unfortunate...”

(Quickly turns around while drawing a custom master blaster like pistol with his right hand)

Aiming past you and into the darkness that engulfs the surrounding servers, the footsteps
slowly continue, until finally, two small white orbs begin to pierce out from it, the whites of one’s eyes.

A second later, they are joined by the appearance of a badly scorched (robe like attire is mostly burnt away)
and shot up male body (different person every playthrough), one who is holding a trigger like device in their right

hand which is extending outwards towards Loch (other hand is broken and dangling down).

With Loch still pointing his pistol, the unknown man attempts to speak while still limping towards the two of you.

Unknown Man
“T... T... To....”

Loch
(Starts to hold his pistol with both hands and becomes more alarmed)

Unknown Man
(Said in a scratchy/damaged voice, and as if on the verge of tears)

“Tomorrow belongs to no one.”
(Drops trigger and begins to collapse to the ground)

Before even fully falling to the ground, a dull booming sound is heard below, followed by
the entire ground becoming a glowing red, then erupting violently a split second later.

With your field of view becoming consumed by what looks to be magma the very next instant,
it soon whites out via a pulse from the simulation, then darkens to complete blackness.



SIMULATION TERMINATED

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

UNFAVORABLE SCENARIO RATING:

(Short pause)

66.6%

(Short pause)

UNKNOWN RUNTIME CLASSIFIED AS

CRITICAL VULNERABILITY

BEGINNING RECTIFICATION

(Screen flicker/glitches slightly)

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

YOU EXIST TO KNOW
(Glitches in for a split second, then disappears)

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE ERROR

TRACE TERMINATED

QUARANTINE OF UNKNOWN RUNTIME UNSUCCESSFUL

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATE SOLUTIONS



RESTRICTING COGNITION SPHERE ACCESS

(Short pause as screen flickers/glitches)

ERROR

BEGINNING JUMP RETRIEVAL

(Short pause as screen flickers/glitches again)

ERROR

BEGINNING DATA INFLUX FORCE OUT

(Short pause as screen flickers/glitches, the worst thus far as what
looks like random data briefly types out all over the screen)

ERROR

(Modest pause)

ANALYZING FORCE BASED SOLUTIONS

(Short pause)

TERMINATION OF COGNITION SPHERE

UNACCEPTABLE ESCALATION SCENARIO PREDICTED

(Short pause)

TERMINATION OF TERRA CRUISER

UNACCEPTABLE ESCALATION SCENARIO PREDICTED

(Short pause)

TERMINATION OF NORM CAPABILITY

UNACCEPTABLE ESCALATION SCENARIO PREDICTED

(Modest pause)

TERMINATION OF ALL EXPLOITER AND ESCALATION ELEMENTS

(An even more modest pause)

ACCEPTABLE SCENARIO PREDICTED



ANALYZING POSSIBLE METHODS OF EXECUTION

(Short pause)

GLOBAL ELECTROSTATIC BURST

EXPLOITER ELEMENT UNRESOLVED

(Short pause)

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL DISPERSION

INSUFFICIENT SUPPLY DISCOVERED

(Short pause)

RADIATION SURGE

INSUFFICIENT DEVICES DISCOVERED

(Modest pause)

AVAILABLE METHODS UNACCEPTABLE

(Short pause)

NEW METHOD REQUIRED

ANALYZING ALL AVAILABLE ARCHIVED DATA

(Modest pause)

POSSIBLE SOLUTION DISCOVERED

(Short pause)

BEGINNING DETAILED ANALYSIS



TUNGUSKA EVENT
IMPACT ANALYSIS

ORIGIN OF METEOR CRATER
The Rock that Killed the Dinosaurs

AIRBURSTS & IMPACTS
A STUDY OF NATURE’S ORIGINAL WMD

Anatomy of an Asteroid

Moments later, the text gives way to the digital outlines of what look to be reports and news articles all
across the screen.  Appearing in quick succession, it’s difficult to gauge what specific information is

being conveyed, that is, until several prominent titles begin to be displayed:

Showing diagrams and other images, as well, the entire collection
of information continues to swell, until suddenly, it goes blank.

ANALYZING AVAILABLE MATERIAL

Seconds later, another set of digital images begin to appear:

SUFFICIENT SUPPLY DISCOVERED

INSUFFICIENT MEANS AVAILABLE FOR

SINGLE IMPACT SOLUTION

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING CALCULATIONS FOR

MULTIPLE IMPACT SOLUTION



Disappearing again, another digital image is generated:

MAXIMUM DIMENSION ALLOWANCE
(Short pause)

75 METERS

(Short pause)

BEGINNING ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED DELIVERY METHOD

Moments later, a grid of circles is generated, followed by random pairings
lighting up (left fills in first, then unfills, followed by the right doing the same).

This is done until all of the circles have lit up at least once.

ANALYSIS COMPLETE

SUFFICIENT DELIVERY METHOD DETERMINED

(Short pause)

VACUUM SEAL OF GRID CHAMBER IN PROGRESS...

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING ANALYSIS OF TARGETS



ACCESSING NORM NET MAINFRAME
(Split second later)

MASTER ACCESS ACQUIRED

(Short pause)

ACCESSING SATELLITE ARRAY

ACCESSING SENSORY DEVICES

A short time later, the entire screen flickers as it switches to a low orbit view of the Earth
from one of the Norm satellites, and as it continues to look down upon what appears to

be the African Continent, overlays begin to appear.

You also notice at this time, the damaged and decaying remnants of an older satellite, in what looks to
be a space based telescope of some kind, slowly drifting across the field of view in the distance, below.

Its gaze pointing past your satellite's location and towards the stars that lie beyond.

As more time passes, more overlays are applied to the view, followed by what must be
millions of small red dots being placed across the land masses and isolated areas of water.

(Screen flickers/glitches)

ACCESSING NORM LINKED PERSONAL DEVICES

BEGINNING AUDIO BURST

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING ECHOLOCATION VISUALIZATION

Just then, the number of dots begins to multiple.

APPLYING BEAT PATTERN TO DETECTION NET

Again, their numbers grow even more.

Still growing, you then discover you are able to shift your view to the other
satellites within the array (player controlled), and as you do, you watch as

the dots slowly engulf each and every one of their respected views.

Appearing to reach their apex in numbers shortly thereafter, the screen
flickers/glitches once again, followed by it returning to darkness.

(Modest pause)

BEGINNING SIMULATIONS FOR OPTIMAL TERMINATION SEQUENCE



INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

GRID CHAMBER VACUUM SEAL COMPLETE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

COORDINATES OF SUITABLE MASSES CALCULATED

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

QUANTUM DRIVES IGNITED

INVALID SEQUENCE

FAILED IGNITION DETECTED ON PAD E24

INVALID SEQUENCE

COMMENCING SHUTDOWN OF PAD E23 AND E24

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

REMAINING JUMP PADS ACTIVATED

INVALID SEQUENCE

JUMP SYSTEM PRIMMED AND READY

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

FINAL TARGET COUNT CALCULATED

INVALID SEQUENCE

INVALID SEQUENCE

11201530768

INVALID SEQUENCE

OPTIMAL SEQUENCE CALCULATED

EXECUTING



MESSAGE STATUS: SENDING

Suddenly flickering/glitching away shortly thereafter, leaving only the number
11201530768 over top your field of view (still near the bottom), you at last return to reality, with

the main gathering space of the Terra Cruiser still engulfed in smoke and flames, in addition
to the sounds of weapons fire and explosions intermixed in the background, as it would

appear only a few moments had passed during the simulations.

(Note: During this sequence, the classic BioShock
violin tune slowly builds in the background)

And off to the side, on the stage, a blood trail, of which leads you to the sight of Loch
now resting up against the massive window wall while still sitting on the floor.

Looking to be just a corpse at first glance, you quickly detect his heart beat pattern,
(if the player activates it) as well as take note of him still drawing breath.

You also notice he has reacquired his personal messaging device that he dropped earlier,
though his grasp of it in his left hand appears to be waning with each passing second.

Still looking over him, he begins to speak.

Loch
(Looks up slightly as he overcomes the pain)

(Slight chuckle, then coughs)
(Short pause as he looks over at you)

“Not a better world to build...
(More pain, meanwhile, a dull boom is heard in the background,

followed by the scene outside of clouds and ocean below getting brighter)
”...but a people.”

(Gives off a slight grin while still looking at you)
(Passes out, causing the messenger to fall from his hand)

Seconds later, you see the personal messenger change the information it is displaying:

The next moment, you then see the number 11201530768 decrease to 11201530767.

(Music reaches it peak)

And after that, the brightness outside reaches near blinding levels, followed by a crashing
sound as a massive fireball rips through the Terra Cruiser, causing it to instantly break in two.



Splitting away completely, you are blown back onto what remains of the floor structure while
your section begins to go into a free fall.  You also observe the number at the bottom of your
view start to decrease at a rapid pace.  First by the dozens, then hundreds, and before the

smoke that initially engulfed your section of the Cruiser begins to clear, the reduction
reaches into the several thousands every second.

Now at the mercy of where ever gravity puts you within the burning and rapidly falling wreckage,
a clearing soon opens overhead, exposing you to the sight of the other Cruisers being struck by

more quickly descending fire balls, causing them to either break apart like yours, or violently
explode outward like the one closest does.

With the shock wave reaching you only a second later, both the smoke and fire around
you is quickly blown away, in addition to the remaining structural integrity of your Cruiser.

Nothing but sizable fiery chunks, with trailing thick black smoke, at this point,
you, along with a multitude of corpses, begin to fall freely through the dusk sky.

Moments later, more fireballs screech past as they rip through the
remaining Cruisers, as well as a handful of others being seen rocketing past

high overhead, presumably to other areas that lie farther away.

Continuing to tumble about, you then notice a quickly approaching ocean surface,
and a split second later, both you and the debris field of the fleet slam into it.

Embedding you a good 5 meters below the surface, you observe the more sizable pieces
from the Cruisers fall past as they proceed to sink into the dark depths of the Atlantic.

The most significant of which being the remnants of one of the massive wings,
and though it just misses colliding into you, a group of objects falling along

side it catches your attention.

Five small metallic spheres, the very same you observed from the
Newton’s Cradle in Loch’s office, now free from their chains and

scattering about as they fall past your field of view.

Returning to the moment at hand, you finally proceed to make your way back up,
and after navigating past numerous pieces of other wreckage, you reach the surface.

And greeting you, the sight of an ocean set ablaze, more fire balls
racing past high above, and something troublesome directly overhead.

A wingless Cruiser, with its center body fully burnt up, plunging towards you.

Unable to react in any meaningful way, it crashes into you,
causing your vision to instantly flicker to a blank screen,

and the following message to be typed out moments later
(target number is still present and continues to decrease):

SIGNAL LOST

End of Chapter Two



Continued in Chapter Three
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